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[1] A morphodynamic model has been applied to explain the characteristics of
transverse sandbars observed in the inner surf zone of open beaches. The model describes
the feedback between waves, rollers, depth-averaged currents and bed evolution, so that
self-organized processes can develop. The modeled bar characteristics, i.e. wavelength
(30–70 m), crest orientation (up-current) and the e-folding growth time (about 12 hr) are
in good agreement with those of observed transverse bars at Noordwijk beach, the
Netherlands, but modeled migration speeds (tens of meters per day), turn out to be a factor
2 larger than those observed. The wavelength increases with the distance between the
shoreline and the peak of the longshore current and the migration speed is correlated with
the maximum longshore current. The model also explains why transverse bar formation at
Noordwijk occurs for obliquely incident waves of intermediate heights. Realistic positive
feedback leading to formation of up-current oriented bars like those observed is only
obtained if a term related to the turbulence sediment resuspension created by the rollers is
included in the transport formula. In that case, the depth-averaged sediment concentration
decreases seaward across the inner surf zone, enhancing the convergence of sediment
transport in the offshore directed flow perturbations that occur over the up-current bars.
This offshore current deflection is mainly caused by frictional torques, but the roller
radiation stresses also play an important role.
Citation: Ribas, F., H. E. de Swart, D. Calvete, and A. Falqués (2012), Modeling and analyzing observed transverse sand bars in
the surf zone, J. Geophys. Res., 117, F02013, doi:10.1029/2011JF002158.

1. Introduction
[2] Patches of shore-attached transverse sandbars, spaced
at fairly uniform alongshore distances, are frequently
observed in the surf zone of open seas. Their alongshore
wavelength (spacing between successive crests) ranges from
tens to a few hundreds of meters, and their crests can show
an oblique orientation with respect to the shore-normal. This
description covers different types of surf zone bars that show
distinctive characteristics and that probably have different
origins. For instance, the transverse bars described in classification schemes of open beaches develop when the horns
of a pre-existing crescentic bar weld to the beach [Wright
and Short, 1984]. Two recent studies have reported observations of another type of transverse bars along the open
beaches of Duck, USA [see Konicki and Holman, 2000] and
Noordwijk, Netherlands (see Ribas and Kroon [2007] and
Figure 1). This second type of bars was named ‘transverse
finger bars’ to emphasize that they were thin and elongated.
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The focus of the present study are these transverse finger
bars, the origin of which is still not understood.
[3] Analysis of video images of Duck and Noordwijk
revealed that on these beaches, characterized by one to three
shore-parallel subtidal bars, the transverse finger bars were
mostly observed in the inner surf zone, attached to the lowtide shoreline (e.g., see Figure 1). Table 1 summarizes the
characteristics of the transverse bars observed at these two
sites by Konicki and Holman [2000] and Ribas and Kroon
[2007]. Bars occurred more often at Noordwijk than at
Duck, with a larger percentage of time with bar presence and
a larger number of bars per patch. The wavelength detected
at Noordwijk was half the size of that at Duck and bar crests
deviated from the shore-normal by 20 –30 in both sites.
Typical daily averaged migration rates were up to a few tens
of meters per day. Ribas and Kroon [2007] established some
relationships between the bar characteristics at Noordwijk
and the corresponding bathymetric and offshore wave conditions. Bars typically persisted during a few days, coexisting with steady waves of intermediate heights and oblique
incidence. The averaged offshore (18 m depth) wave conditions during bar presence showed a root mean square
height of 0.8 m, a peak period of 5.7 s and an offshore
incidence angle of 49 , measured from the shore-normal.
Bars showed an ‘up-current orientation’, i.e., with respect to
the longshore current, the seaward ends of their crests were
located further upstream than their shore attachments. Their
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Figure 1. Time-exposure plan view image of Noordwijk beach, the Netherlands, on 22 September 2002
at 11:00 UTC. A patch of surf zone transverse finger bars can be seen at y = [700, 400] m and x = 180 m,
attached to the low-tide shoreline.

wavelength showed significant correlation with a proxy for
the surf zone width and a highly significant correlation was
found between the migration rates and the wave radiation
stress component S12 (i.e., bar patches migrated in the
direction of the longshore current). The underlying bathymetry also influenced Noordwijk bars. For example, crossshore inner trough areas larger than 75 m2 and inner surf zone
slopes larger than 0.02 were most favorable to bar growth.
[4] Alongshore rhythmic topography (like the patches of
transverse finger bars) are visible prints of physical
mechanisms that may dominate the complex surfzone system under certain circumstances and their study allows
improved understanding of these governing mechanisms. A
possible explanation for transverse finger bar formation is
based on the concept of morphodynamic self-organization.
Topographic perturbations superimposed on an alongshore
uniform beach profile induce hydrodynamic perturbations,
which can lead to convergence of sand transport over the
bars, hence producing a positive feedback. Linear stability
analysis is a convenient tool to investigate the possible
feedbacks, yielding information about the shape, growth rate
and migration speed of the initially emerging modes. Nonlinear models have then been used to describe the finite
amplitude features and to verify the results of the linear
stability analysis.
[5] In the early models of transverse finger bar formation
based on self-organization [Ribas et al., 2003; Klein and
Schuttelaars, 2005; Garnier et al., 2006; van Leeuwen
et al., 2006], the modeled shapes and the timescales for
growth and migration strongly depended on the specific
description of wave propagation and sediment transport.
Hence, a quantitative comparison of model results and field
observations, which has not been performed so far, is crucial
to discriminate between the different potential physical
mechanisms proposed for the formation of finger bars. The

study of Ribas and Kroon [2007] used the field observations
of finger bars at Noordwijk to test qualitatively the results of
the existing self-organization models for finger bar formation. Considering that Noordwijk bars were up-current oriented and that they emerged during periods of clearly
oblique wave incidence, only one of the existing physical
mechanisms remained as a viable explanation for their formation, the so-called ‘bed-flow interaction’ [Falqués et al.,
1996; Ribas et al., 2003]. Table 2 lists examples of results
of two studies that included this interaction [Ribas et al.,
2003; Garnier et al., 2006]. Modeled wavelengths, growth
times and migration rates are consistent with observations
reported in Table 1.
[6] The validity of the two models described in Table 2 is
rather limited because they are based on strong assumptions,
like a uniform beach slope, no full wave refraction and no
rollers. Another severe assumption of both models concerns
the sediment transport formulation, in particular the crossshore distribution of the depth-integrated volumetric sediment concentration, C. The physical mechanism behind the
formation of up-current oriented bars (i.e., the bed-flow
interaction) requires that the depth-averaged concentration
(C da = C /D, where D is the water depth) is a decreasing
function in the offshore direction [Ribas et al., 2003]. The
models in Table 2 assumed an spatially uniform C so that this
condition was obeyed. When more standard sediment
transport formulations are employed (e.g., the original
Soulsby and van Rijn formula given by Soulsby [1997]), Cda
increases in the seaward direction and the formation of
up-current oriented bars is not reproduced.
[7] In order to demonstrate that the bed-flow interaction
can indeed explain the formation of the up-current oriented
finger bars observed on natural beaches, a physical explanation for the decreasing cross-shore profile of C da must be
found. An important mechanism that has been so far

Table 1. Characteristics of the Transverse ‘Trough Bars’ of Duck Beach, USA [Konicki and Holman, 2000] and the Transverse Finger
Bars of Noordwijk Beach, the Netherlands [Ribas and Kroon, 2007]a
Site
Duck
Noordwijk

d50 (mm)
0.18
0.20

Dzann
(m)
s
1.1
1.6

ann
Hrms
(m)

0.69
0.76

Tpann (s)
8.6
5.7

|qann| (deg)
30
45

bar
Ptim

10%
14%

patch
Hbar

1–4
3–9

lobs (m)
79 (12–179)
39 (21–75)

Bar Orientation
b

32
20 up-current

cobs (m/d)
<40c
<22 down-flow

a
ann
Here, d50 is the mean grain size, Δzann
is the annual mean tidal range, Hrms
, Tpann and q ann are the annual root mean square height, peak period and angle
s
bar
patch
is the percentage of time with bar presence and Hbar
is the number
of incidence of the waves (respectively), measured at 18 m depth. Moreover, Ptim
of bars per patch. The mean observed wavelength is lobs (minimum and maximum values inside the parenthesis), the bar orientation is measured with
respect to the shore-normal and cobs is the observed migration rate, with the direction of movement.
b
Orientation with respect to the current not given.
c
Direction of migration unclear.
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Table 2. Results of the Models Reproducing Up-Current Oriented
Surf Zone Barsa
Reference
Ribas et al. [2003]
Garnier et al. [2006]

Slope
0.020
0.050

q


15
25

l (m)

T (h)

c (m/d)

50
70

8
30

70
40

a
Here, q is the angle of wave incidence measured from the shore-normal
at about 1 m depth in the first study and at 5 m depth in the second study.
Also, l is the modeled wavelength, T is the e-folding time for growth and
c is the migration rate.
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previous idealized models. The physical mechanism underlying the growth and migration of the bars is studied in detail
in section 4. Specific attention is paid to the effect of the
surface rollers on transverse bar formation. Section 5.1
contains the model-data comparison and explains several
of the observed bar characteristics and their relation with the
wave conditions. Section 5.2 addresses the robustness and
limitations of the model. Finally, the conclusions are presented in section 6.

2. Model
neglected and that could have a potentially large impact on
the Cda profile is the turbulence-induced resuspension created
by the rollers in the inner surf zone [Voulgaris and Collins,
2000; Butt et al., 2004]. Performing a more quantitative
comparison between model results and field observations is
the second essential step to test the bed-flow mechanism and
obtain a better understanding of the underlying physical
processes. Ribas et al. [2011] recently studied the effect of
surface rollers on the profiles of the current and Cda in the surf
zone. They presented a new self-organization model that
included the roller dynamics in the hydrodynamic equations
and its effect in the sediment transport. The main focus of that
paper was to calibrate the reference basic state of the model
with wave height and current data of Egmond beach, the
Netherlands. They also showed that rollers induce sediment
resuspension in the inner surf zone so that C da becomes a
decreasing function of the distance to the coast. Finally, they
performed a few preliminary tests on nearshore bar formation
(both crescentic bars and transverse finger bars), as an
example of application of the new model. However, extensive model runs with different parameter values, the analysis
of the obtained bar characteristics, the comparison with the
observations and the explanation of the physical mechanisms
were left for further research.
[8] The aims of the present contribution are to explain the
characteristics of the surfzone transverse finger bars
observed on open beaches and to reveal the physical
mechanisms underlying their formation. Also, we want to
provide fundamental information on why they are only
observed in case of intermediate oblique waves. As one of
our hypotheses is that sediment resuspension created by
roller-induced turbulence is essential, we use the up-to-date
self-organization model described by Ribas et al. [2011],
which includes the roller dynamics (section 2). That model is
also suitable because the wave height and longshore current
profiles have already been calibrated with data from
Egmond beach, Netherlands [Ribas et al., 2011], where
offshore wave conditions are rather similar than those at
Noordwijk. The methodology is based on linear stability
analysis, which allows for a systematic exploration of the
sensitivity of bar characteristics to the beach conditions.
Moreover, this method reveals all the possible instability
modes and it is a first step prior to performing non-linear
temporal evolution. The results for transverse bar formation
are explained in section 3. The beach conditions measured at
Noordwijk are used as model input, in order to perform a
detailed and close comparison between transverse bar
observations and model results. We also relate modeled bar
characteristics to the hydrodynamic conditions in the inner
surf zone to compare the present results with those of

[9] The model used in this study is called MORFO62
[Ribas et al., 2011] and describes the feedbacks between
depth-averaged mean currents, waves, rollers and an erodible bed in a nearshore zone with a straight shoreline.
Compared with previous versions of the model, it has been
extended by including the roller energy equation, the radiation stresses induced by rollers, and a novel term in the
sediment transport formula that describes the sediment
resuspension due to the turbulence created by the rollers.
The domain represents a sea that is bounded by an alongshore uniform coast (Figure 2). A Cartesian coordinate system is chosen, in which the y (or x2) axis coincides with the
rectilinear shoreline, the x (or x1) axis points in the seaward
direction and the z axis points upwards.
2.1. Hydrodynamics
[10] The large-scale fluid motions are governed by the
wave- and depth-averaged momentum and mass conservation
equations, assuming quasi-steady conditions (∂/∂t = 0),
vj

∂vi
∂zs
1 ∂
t bi
; i; j ¼ 1; 2; ð1Þ
¼ g

ðS w þ S rij  S tij Þ 
∂xj
∂xi rD ∂xj ij
rD
∂ðDvj Þ
¼ 0; j ¼ 1; 2:
∂xj

ð2Þ

Here, repeated use of an index within a term means a summation over all values of this index, ~
v = (v1, v2) is the waveaveraged mass transport velocity, zs is the mean free surface
elevation and D = zs  zb is the total depth, where z = zb is the
sea bottom level. Furthermore, g is the acceleration due to
gravity and r is the water density. The bed shear stresses in the
x- and y-direction are described by t b1 and t b2. The depthintegrated wave radiation stresses are denoted by S wij , while S rij
are the roller-induced radiation stresses, and S tij are the Reynolds turbulent stresses.

Figure 2. Sketch with the model frame of reference,
including the coordinate system and some variables.
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Table 3. Default Parameter Setting of This Study and Range of
Variationa
Symbol

Meaning

Default

Range

ka
M
gb
brol
nrol
H off
Tp
|qoff|

Apparent bed roughness
Turbulence parameter
Saturation ratio of H/D
Slope of wave/roller front
Bore stirring parameter
Offshore RMS wave height
Peak wave period
Offshore wave angle

0.035 m
1
0.475
0.05
50
0.75 m
5.5 s
50

0.01–0.1 m
0.1–10
0.30–0.75
0.04–0.1
0–90
0.25–2.5 m
3.5–9.5 s
0–80

The default values of ka, M, g b and b rol are those best reproducing wave
height and longshore current profiles at Egmond beach [Ribas et al., 2011].
The default values of the wave parameters are representative for average
conditions measured at 18 m depth during the transverse bar events at
Noordwijk [Ribas and Kroon, 2007].

F02013

In the model, the angle Q is measured anticlockwise with
respect to the positive x axis, but for the sake of simplicity, in
the paper we will most often refer to the angle q = p  Q,
which is the one between the wave rays and the negative
x axis (Figure 2). A more detailed description of the wave
model is given by Ribas et al. [2011].
[13] The transformation of the wave energy is described
with the equation
 
∂ 
∂vk
vj þ cgj E þ S wjk
¼ Dw ; j; k ¼ 1; 2;
∂xj
∂xj

ð5Þ

a

where E = rgH2/8 is the energy density of the random
waves, and cgj are the components of the group velocity. The
wave energy dissipation rate, Dw, is parameterized using the
formulation of Thornton and Guza [1983],
0
3
5
3B
rg^
w
H
Dw ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ 2 3 @1 
32 pg b D

[11] The present study considers oblique waves and
therefore t bi are parameterized using a two-dimensional
generalization of the formulation of Feddersen et al. [2000],
urms
j~
vj2
t bi ¼ rcD pﬃﬃﬃ vi 1:162 þ 2 2
urms
2

!1=2
;

i ¼ 1; 2:

ð3Þ

In this expression, cD is the drag coefficient and urms is the
root mean square wave orbital velocity amplitude near
the bed. We assume that cD varies with depth according to
the Manning-Strickler law
 1=3
ka
cD ¼ 0:015
:
D

ð4Þ

Here, ka is the apparent bed roughness, assumed to be constant, and a range of realistic values is employed (Table 3).
According to Ruessink et al. [2001], this empirical parameterization adequately represents the bed shear stresses at
Egmond beach. The lateral turbulent mixing coefficient is
linked to the dissipation of roller energy, n t ¼ M ðDr =rÞ1=3 D,
where M is a parameter of O(1) and Dr is the roller energy
dissipation rate. The fluid velocities are imposed to vanish
at the coastline and at the seaward boundary (x → ∞) and
the free surface elevation is assumed to vanish offshore.
[12] Waves are assumed to have a narrow spectrum in
frequency and wave vector. The wave heights are supposed
to be random and follow the Rayleigh distribution, characterized by the root-mean square height, Hrms. The waves
observed at Noordwijk beach obey these conditions. When
waves approach the coast, their evolution is described using
linear wave theory, which yields standard expressions for the
wave radiation stresses S wij , the orbital velocity amplitude
near bed, urms, and the phase and group velocity magnitudes,
c and cg. The dispersion relation for the absolute wave frequency (including the Doppler shift) is used to describe the
refraction of the waves due to both topography and currents.
Due to the wave number irrotationality, the dispersion relation can be written in terms of the wave phase, F. From it,
^ ¼ ∂F=∂t and the wave
we define the absolute frequency, w
=
∂F/∂x
.
For
brevity, we denote Hrms
vector components,
K
i
i
 
~  as K from now on. The peak wave period, Tp,
as H and K
follows from the absolute frequency and the angle of wave inci~ = K(cosQ, sinQ).
dence, Q, is computed from the wave vector, K

1
 !2:5
H 2
A;
1þ
gb D


ð6Þ

where B is a parameter describing the type of breaking and
g b is the expected saturation value of H/D for random wave
heights. We assume B = 1, so that the entire front of the
wave is conceived to be covered with foam, consistent with
the derivation of the roller equations [Lippmann et al.,
1996]. The parameter g b is assumed to be cross-shore uniform and we use a range of realistic values (see Thornton
and Guza [1986] and Table 3).
[14] The energy dissipated by wave breaking feeds the
surface rollers, i.e., the aerated mass of water located on
the shoreward face of breaking waves. The roller energy
balance is an extension of the one proposed by Reniers et al.
[2004], which we have adapted to account for wave-current
interactions,
∂
∂vk
ð2ðvj þ cj ÞE r Þ þ S rjk
¼ Dr þ Dw ; j; k ¼ 1; 2:
∂xj
∂xj

ð7Þ

Here, Er is the energy density of the rollers and cj are the
components of the phase velocity. The roller-induced radiation stresses, Srij, are computed following Svendsen [1984],
Sjkr ¼ 2Er

Kj Kk
; j; k ¼ 1; 2:
~ j2
jK

ð8Þ

Finally, the roller energy dissipation rate, Dr, in equation (7)
is modeled following Ruessink et al. [2001],
Dr ¼

2gEr sinðb rol Þ
;
c

ð9Þ

where brol is the angle of the wave/roller interface, usually
assumed to be sin(b rol) ≤ 0.1. Quasi-steady conditions have
been also assumed in the wave propagation equations and
wave conditions are prescribed at the offshore boundary
(H off, Tp and qoff).
2.2. Bed Evolution and Sediment Transport
[15] Conservation of sediment mass yields the bottom
evolution equation,
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where p = 0.4 is the porosity of the bed and q1, q2 are the
two components of the wave-averaged horizontal sediment
transport (volume of sand per unit width and unit time,
m3 m1 s1). A widely accepted formulation for qi in the
nearshore is the Soulsby and van Rijn formula given by
Soulsby [1997] (SvR-formula from now on). Their original
expression has been extended to model the effect of a twodimensional flow and the preferred downslope transport of
the sand,


∂h
; i ¼ 1; 2:
qi ¼ C vi  G
∂xi

C ¼ As ðustir  ucrit Þ2:4 ;
C ¼ 0;

if ustir > ucrit ;
otherwise:

ð12Þ

Here, As depends on the sediment properties (the grain size
measured at the Dutch coast is d50 = 0.2 mm) and ucrit is the
threshold flow intensity for sediment transport. The full
expressions for the two latter quantities are given by Soulsby
[1997]. The symbol ustir stands for the stirring velocity,
which is assumed to originate from the shear stresses produced at the bed. In the original SvR-formula, only the shear
stresses produced by the ordered wave orbital velocity and
the depth-averaged currents were taken into account for
estimating ustir. This SvR-formula was tested to be accurate
in the shoaling domain, where depths are larger than 2 m
vj
[Soulsby, 1997]. Inside the inner surf zone, where urms and j~
are small, another process related with bore propagation and
roller-induced turbulence has shown to be dominant and
produce significant sediment resuspension [Komar, 1998;
Voulgaris and Collins, 2000; Butt et al., 2004]. In the present
study, the formulation for the stirring velocity ustir has been
extended following Reniers et al. [2004] to account for rollerinduced resuspension,
ustir ¼


1=2
0:018 2
j~
vj2 þ
urms þ nrol u2rol
:
cD

ð13Þ

The two first terms of ustir, which are the original ones in the
SvR-formula, correspond to the stirring by currents and
ordered wave motion, respectively, and the third term
describes the stirring by the roller-induced turbulence. The
symbol urol represents the turbulence velocity of the vortices
created after roller energy is dissipated and nrol is a constant
parameter. We follow Roelvink and Stive [1989], who
assumed that this extra urol depends on the dissipation of
roller energy,

urol ¼

Dr
r

1=3 
eðD=Hrms Þ  1

1=2

where the exponential function accounts for the decrease of
the turbulent velocity from the surface to the bed. By varying
the parameter nrol in equation (13), the strength of the sediment resuspension due to roller-induced turbulence can be
varied. Values of nrol of about 50 give reasonable values of C
of the order of 103 m in the inner surf zone [Roelvink and
Stive, 1989].
[16] The bedslope coefficient G in equation (11) is also
assumed to depend on ustir [Calvete et al., 2005],
G ¼ g ðustir  ucrit Þ;
G ¼ 0;

ð11Þ

The function C describes the depth-integrated volumetric
sediment concentration (also called sediment stirring). The
second term inside the parenthesis of equation (11), where G
is called the bedslope coefficient and h(x, y, t) stands for the
perturbation of the sea bottom, accounts for the tendency of
the system to smooth out such bottom perturbations if they do
not cause positive feedback into the flow. In the SvR-formula
(11), C reads

;

ð14Þ

F02013

if ustir > ucrit ;
otherwise;

ð15Þ

where g is the bedslope parameter. The default value g = 0.5
yields bedslope coefficients similar in magnitude to those of
the original Soulsby and van Rijn formulation [Soulsby,
1997]. We impose a fixed bed level (h = 0) at the seaward
boundary and at the coastline, i.e., where water depth
vanishes.
2.3. Methodology
[17] The governing equations and the parameterizations
define a closed dynamical system for the unknowns ~
v, zs, E,
Er, F and zb. The stability analysis approach to the formation
of bars by self-organization starts by defining an equilibrium
(i.e., steady) and alongshore uniform basic state (without
transverse bars). In this study, we use a reference profile,
zob(x), measured at Noordwijk beach during the studied bar
events (here, superscripts o refer to the basic state variables).
The offshore boundary is set at 18 m depth, the location
of the wave buoy in front of Noordwijk. The basic state
is characterized by the presence of a longshore current,
~
v = (0, Vo(x)), and an elevation of the mean free surface,
zs = zos (x). This basic state represents a morphodynamic
equilibrium only if the net cross-shore sediment transport
vanishes. Thereby, an important assumption of the model is
that the dynamics of the cross-shore profiles (2D) is significantly slower than the dynamics of the bars we intend to
describe.
[18] The basic state of the model employed in the present
study was calibrated with wave height and longshore current
data from 9 days of observations in October 1998 at Egmond
beach, the Netherlands [Ribas et al., 2011]. The values of g b
and ka were adjusted so that the profiles of Ho and Vo could
be modeled with the minimum RMS error. The default
values of brol and M were chosen for being standard widely
used values, and they were subsequently shown to give
nearly the smallest RMS errors of Ho and Vo [Ribas et al.,
2011]. An example of measured and modeled Ho and Vo
on 18 October 1998 at Egmond beach (when the wave
conditions were similar to those of the default case of the
present study) is shown in Figure 3. Using the calibrated
values of the parameters, the reference wave height was
modeled with an overall RMS error of 0.12 m and the
longshore current was modeled with an error of 0.16 m s1,
similar to those obtained with other models [Ruessink et al.,
2001]. The calibrated values of these parameters are the
default values used in the present study (Table 3).
[19] After computing the basic state, stability analysis can
be applied in a standard way. A small perturbation, assumed
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the uncertainties in the available sediment transport formulations, the function C in equation (11) is not perturbed.

3. Results

Figure 3. Example of modeled (solid line) and observed
(circles and crosses) (top) RMS wave height, (middle) longshore current, and (bottom) the corresponding bed level at
Egmond beach, the Netherlands. The hydrodynamic data
was measured on 18 October 1998 at 20:00 UTC (wave conditions Hoff = 0.82 m, Tp = 7.7 s and qoff = 49 ) and the
bathymetry was also obtained on 18 October 1998. The
positions of the pressure sensors (circles) and the current
meters (crosses) are shown in Figure 3 (bottom).

to be exponential in time and periodic in the alongshore
coordinate, is added to the basic state. In the case of the bed
level this reads
zb ðx; y; tÞ ¼ zob ðxÞ þ hðx; y; tÞ; where hðx; y; tÞ ¼ ℜeðewtþiky ^hðxÞÞ:

ð16Þ

Here, ^
h (x) stands for the cross-shore distribution of the
perturbation of zb, k is the alongshore wave number of these
perturbations and w is a complex growth rate. Expressions
equivalent to equation (16) are used for the other six variables, where u, v, h, e, er and f correspond to the perturbations in v1, v2, zs, E, Er and F, respectively. By inserting all
these expressions in the governing equations and linearizing
with respect to the perturbations, we arrive at an eigenproblem. For each k, different eigenvalues w exist, which
characterize the different growing modes, and the complex
^
^hðxÞÞ.
eigenfunctions are ð^
u ðxÞ; ^v ðxÞ; ^h ðxÞ; ^e ðxÞ; ^e r ðxÞ; fðxÞ;
The e-folding growth rate of the evolving perturbations is
given by W = ℜe(w), so that W > 0 means growth. In case of
an unstable basic state, some perturbations with W > 0 are
found. The growth rate curves show these positive W for
different values of k. Starting from arbitrary small amplitude
initial conditions, the dynamics after some time will be
dominated by the mode with largest growth rate, WM, and the
corresponding kM. The e-folding growth time is given by
t M = W1
M and the migration speed by cM = ℑm(wM)/kM.
The alongshore wavelength of the corresponding bar patch is
lM = 2p/kM and its shape is given by ℜeðeikM y ^hðxÞÞ. The
associated perturbations in the other variables are obtained in
^
Given
a similar way from ^
u(x), ^v(x), ^h(x), ^e(x), ^er(x) and f(x).

3.1. Default Case Study
[20] The default parameter setting of the present study
(Table 3) reproduces the conditions measured at Noordwijk
beach during the longest transverse bar event observed
by Ribas and Kroon [2007], which lasted from 7 August to
5 October 2002 (Figure 1). The default bathymetric profile is
representative of the one that was measured at y = 500 m
on 3 October 2002 during a large scale bathymetric survey,
assuming mean sea level conditions. The result for the basic
state of the default case shows that wave energy dissipation
occurs above the two shore-parallel bars and at the inner surf
zone (Figure 4, left). The two strongest peaks of the reference longshore current, Vo, are located over the inner shoreparallel bar crest, at x = 109 m, and inside the inner surf
zone, at x = xinn = 6.9 m. The values of some reference
quantities at the latter position (plotted with a dashed line
in Figure 4 (right)) are later used to interpret the results.
Notice that, in the inner surf zone (5 <  < 50 m), the depthaveraged sediment concentration, Co/Do, decreases with
increasing distance from the coast.
[21] The result of the linear stability analysis for the
default case study reveals the presence of two different
solutions (Figure 5). The largest growth rate is obtained for a
mode that has kM = 0.124 m1, hence the modeled dominant
wavelength is lM = 51 m, the e-folding growth time is
t M = 12 h and the migration rate is cM = 32 m/d. As can be
seen in Figure 5 (middle), the solution corresponding to this
maximum consists of a patch of transverse finger bars
showing an ‘up-current orientation’, similar to the features
observed at Noordwijk by Ribas and Kroon [2007]. The
gray scale pattern in this panel shows the shape of
the topographic perturbation corresponding to this mode and
the small arrows display the perturbations of the current. The
angle between the bar crest orientation and the shore-normal,
abar, is 50 . As can be seen, offshore (onshore) directed
current perturbations occur over the bar crests (troughs).
Realize that the actual bed level is obtained by adding the
bed level perturbation to the basic state bed level, zob. The
same applies to the flow: the longshore current V o must be
added to the current perturbations to obtain the total flow.
Notice that linear stability analysis does not provide the
finite amplitude of the perturbations. As an example and
according to this linear model, an arbitrary amplitude of the
bed level perturbations of 10 cm would give velocity perturbations of some 10 cm s1.
[22] A secondary maximum in the growth rate curve of
Figure 5 is obtained with kM2 = 0.011 m1, and it corresponds to the moulding of the shore-parallel inner bar into a
crescentic bar (Figure 5, bottom). Its spacing is lM2 = 570 m,
in the range observed at Noordwijk by van Enckevort et al.
[2004]. The e-folding growth time is t M2 = 54 h and the
migration rate is cM2 = 66 m/d. Notice the difference in flow
pattern between transverse and crescentic bars; in the latter
case offshore directed current perturbations occur over the
troughs. The focus of this study are transverse finger bars,
hence the crescentic bar solution will be hardly discussed in
the rest of the paper.
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Figure 4. Reference basic state obtained with the default parameter setting, shown for (left) a cross-shore
domain of 550 m and for (right) a cross-shore domain of 70 m. Solution for (from top to bottom) the wave
height, H o, the longshore current, V o, the RMS wave angle from the shore-normal, qo, the depth-averaged
volumetric sediment concentration, Co/Do, and the bed level, zob. The horizontal axis is the cross-shore position and the vertical dashed line points at the cross-shore position of the maximum longshore current, xinn.
3.2. Effect of the Offshore Wave Conditions
on Model Results
[23] The input wave conditions are varied based on those
observed at Noordwijk from October 1998 to July 2004
(time period studied by Ribas and Kroon [2007]), which are
shown in Figure 6. As can be seen in Figure 6 (top) for a
fixed H off the value of Tp ranges between a minimum value
(dashed line in the figure) and some 9 s. The averaged Tpm for
each H off (solid line in the figure) is given by

2
Tpm ¼ a2 H off þ a1 H off þ a0 ;

ð17Þ

where a2 = 0.025 s m2, a1 = 1.22 s m1, and a0 = 4.72 s.
Maximum values of |qoff| also depend on Hoff (dashed lines
in Figure 6 (bottom)). In the model runs, Hoff is varied from
0.25 m to 2.5 m, with a step of 0.25 m, Tp is varied from
3.5 s to 9.5 s, with a step of 1 s, and |qoff| is varied from 0 to
80 , with a step of 10 .
[24] The variability in modeled up-current bar characteristics obtained when varying Hoff and Tp, while |qoff| = 50 ,

can be seen in Figure 7. In general, bar shape and dynamics
hardly change when varying Tp and keeping Hoff constant.
The most noticeable effect is that WM diminishes for the
largest values of Tp, but bar growth occurs for all parameter
values within the studied range. The offshore wave height,
Hoff, plays a stronger role. Bar formation is only obtained if
Hoff > 0.25 m and when Hoff is increased keeping Tp constant, WM and cM increase up to a maximum around Hoff = 1–
2 m, and they remain constant for larger Hoff. If Hoff is
off
changed while Tp = Tm
p (H ), following equation (17), the
saturation of WM is obtained for Hoff = 0.75 m and Tp = 5.7 s
(Figure 7, right). The wavelength lM increases with
increasing H off. The bar crest orientation, abar, remains
constant when varying Hoff and decreases slightly when Tp
is larger.
[25] The strongest variability of up-current bar characteristics is found when changing |qoff|, as shown in Figure 8,
where Hoff is also varied while Tp = Tpm(Hoff ). Only when
|qoff| > 30 the model simulates the growth of the up-current
oriented bars. In that regime and for Hoff < 1 m, when |qoff| is
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Figure 5. Results of the linear stability analysis of the default case. (top left) The growth rate curve (displaying W versus k) and (top right) the migration rate curve (displaying c versus k) show the existence of
two different modes. (middle) The topographic and current perturbations corresponding to the fastest
growing mode, a patch of up-current oriented finger bars. (bottom) The perturbations corresponding
to the secondary mode, a crescentic bar. In the latter plots, the shoreline x = 0 is at the top. Waves approach
the coast from the lower left corner so the induced mean longshore current is directed from left to right. In
the topographic perturbations, white areas indicate crests and dark areas represent troughs. Small arrows
are the deviations of the longshore current induced by the growing bars.
enlarged, WM, lM and cM increase up to a certain value and
then decrease again (Figure 8, right). This behavior is not
obtained when Hoff > 1 m, the maximum in WM not being
reached for |qoff| < 80 . Notice that the regime |qoff| > 80 is
realistic only for Hoff < 1.25 m (Figure 6). The shape of the
bars is relatively robust when varying wave conditions. The
modeled lM changes 25% at most with respect to the default
value. The bar crest orientation, |abar|, varies 10% at most
with respect to the default value (it increases for larger |qoff|)
and abar always changes its sign when the sign of qoff is
reversed (up-current orientation). When |qoff| < 30 , the only
output of the model is the moulding of the inner shoreparallel bar into a crescentic bar, in agreement with previous research [Calvete et al., 2005].
[26] In order to interpret the obtained results and to compare them with those of previous idealized models, which
used plane beach profiles [Ribas et al., 2003], the characteristics of the up-current oriented bars are subsequently
related to the basic state values of some reference quantities
at the inner surf zone: qinn, Vinn and linn. The symbols qinn
and Vinn refer to the values of qo and Vo at the location of
the innermost peak of the longshore current (xinn position
of Figure 4), and linn is the distance from the shoreline to
xinn, i.e., a proxy of the surf zone width (linn and xinn differ
due to wave setup). Bar growth only occurs if qinn > 5 (not

shown), i.e., conditions met when qoff > 30 . The quantity
that best correlates with WM is Vinn (circles in Figure 9
(right)). In agreement with the results of the previous idealized models [Ribas et al., 2003], lM increases with
increasing linn and cM increases with increasing Vinn
(Figure 9).
[27] The dependence of the up-current bar characteristics
on the wave conditions can also be interpreted with the help
of the inner surf zone parameters. The inner and outer shoreparallel bars of Noordwijk profile play an important role:
they filter the waves in case of large Hoff such that Ho always
show similar values at the inner surf zone, thereby leading to
similar Vinn. This explains why WM and cM remain constant
for Hoff > 1–2 m (Figure 7). The decrease of WM when
increasing Tp that can be seen in the same figure is due to the
fact that long period waves experience a stronger refraction
across the shoaling domain and the outer surf zone, so that
they have smaller values of qinn and Vinn. The behavior of
bar characteristics for large qoff (i.e., qoff ≥ 80 ) shown in
Figure 8 can also be understood from the behavior of Vinn.
For low energy obliquely incident waves (Hoff < 1 m), the
dependence of Vinn with qoff shows a maximum for a certain
qoff ≃ 60  70 , because the strong refraction experienced
by waves with qoff > 70 implies a strong energy dispersion
(thus waves reach the inner surf zone with lower Ho and
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cM decrease (Figure 10, middle and right). In the extreme
case of zbar = 0.6 m, most of the waves break before
reaching the inner bar crest and the longshore current
becomes very weak in the inner surf zone (i.e., small Vinn).
In the extreme case of ztro = 1 m, the profile becomes
terraced and binn diminishes, leading to smaller growth rates.
The modeled lM and abar changes up to 40% and 10% with
respect to their default values (respectively) when changing
zbar and ztro, but no qualitative changes are found.

Figure 6. Values of 12h-averaged (top) Tp versus Hoff and
(bottom) qoff versus Hoff, measured at the Noordwijk buoy
located at 18 m depth from October 1998 to July 2004.
The solid line in Figure 6 (top) is the averaged Tm
p for each
Hoff (equation (17)), and the dashed line is the minimum
Tp. The dashed lines in Figure 6 (bottom) point at maximum
values of |qoff| for each Hoff.
Vinn). However, when Hoff ≥ 1 m the energy dispersion effect
that occurs for qoff > 70 is unnoticeable due to the filtering
effect of the shore-parallel bars, and WM keeps increasing for
qoff up to 80 .
3.3. Effect of the Underlying Profiles on Model Results
[28] In order to model beach morphodynamics an initial
bathymetry is always needed. Bathymetries are measured
very scarcely in the field (a few times a year), whereas
nearshore bar characteristics have proved to be very sensitive to the details of the underlying profile [Calvete et al.,
2007]. Therefore, the sensitivity of the modeled up-current
bar properties to varying some of the profile characteristics
is analyzed, keeping the wave conditions equal to their
default values. Since the transverse finger bars grow in the
inner surf zone, the following bathymetric parameters are
varied: the slope of the inner surf zone, b inn (i.e., the slope of
first 50 m of the profile), the bed level of the inner bar crest,
zbar, and the bed level of the inner bar trough, ztro. These
parameters have an impact into the up-current bar characteristics of the same order than the wave parameters
(Figure 10). The relationships between bar characteristics
obtained when varying the bathymetric parameters and inner
surf zone parameters (i.e., qinn, Vinn and linn) turn out to be
very similar to those described in the previous section
(compare circles and crosses in Figure 9).
[29] Slight increases in binn lead to larger growth and
migration rates (Figure 10, left) because narrower, more
peaked longshore current profiles are created at the inner
surf zone (i.e., larger Vinn). The shape of the bar patch (lM
and abar) hardly changes when varying binn. When zbar and
ztro are increased with respect to their default values, WM and

3.4. Role of the Surface Rollers
and Other Physical Processes
[30] Given the limited experimental knowledge regarding
turbulence stirring due to roller propagation, the value of the
roller stirring parameter nrol in equation (13) is varied over a
wide range (Figure 11). The characteristics of up-current
bars depend significantly on this parameter. The formation
of up-current oriented bars only occurs when nrol > 20, and
the growth and migration rates increase with increasing nrol
(due to the corresponding gain in sediment concentration,
C o). For large values of nrol, bar characteristics become less
dependent on this parameter. When nrol < 20 (i.e., tending to
the original Soulsby and van Rijn formula), the model only
reproduces the moulding of the inner shore-parallel bar into
a crescentic bar. Thereby, a clear outcome of this analysis is
that including the stirring by roller-induced turbulence is
essential in order to model up-current oriented bars like
those observed at Noordwijk (in the framework of our
modeling approach).
[31] The other model parameter related to the presence of
surface rollers, the slope of the roller surface, brol, is also
varied and bar characteristics remain unchanged. In order to
check the robustness of bar characteristics, the sensitivity of
model results to varying the value of three other model
parameters (the apparent bed roughness, ka, the turbulence
parameter, M, and the saturation ratio, g b) is subsequently
checked. The formation of transverse bars occurs for most of
the range of realistic values of these parameters. Increasing
ka and M causes the longshore current magnitude to decrease
and results in smaller growth and migration rates of the
transverse bars. Increasing g b allows for greater values of Ho
and hence of Vinn, and this increases the values of WM and
cM. The shape of the modeled bars is robust under changes
of model parameters (provided that nrol > 20). Bar orientation is always up-current with abar varying 10% at most and
the values of lM deviate some 25% from the default value.

4. Physical Mechanisms Behind Up-Current
Bar Development
[32] Ribas et al. [2003] were the first to show that the socalled bed-flow mechanism provides a physical explanation
for the development of up-current oriented bars. They did this
in the framework of their highly idealized model (e.g., uniform
beach slope, no random wave heights, no rollers, idealized
wave refraction, simple algebraic formula for depth-integrated
concentration). As the present model accounts for more
detailed physics and uses cross-shore bathymetric profiles
showing two shore-parallel bars, it is important to investigate
whether these extensions affect the development mechanisms
of the bars. Thereby, the interaction between the flow and the
morphology has been studied in detail by first understanding
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Figure 7. Sensitivity of the characteristics of modeled up-current oriented bars to varying the offshore
wave height, H off, and period, Tp, while qoff = 50 . Sensitivity of (top left) WM, (middle left) lM, and (bottom
left) cM when H off and Tp are varied. The solid lines indicate the averaged Tpm for each H off and the shaded
area indicates unrealistic values of H off  Tp (Figure 6). Sensitivity of (top right) WM, (middle right) lM,
off
and (bottom right) cM when H off is varied while Tp = Tm
p (H ), following equation (17). The vertical dashed
off
line indicates the default H value.
the accretion/erosion pattern created by a particular flow, and
second analyzing the flow caused by a given topography.
[33] First, we follow Ribas et al. [2003] to derive a sim~ ~
plified bed evolution equation. Substituting r
v from the
water mass conservation equation (2) into the bottom evolution equation (10), linearizing with respect to
 the perturC o ∂ðhhÞ
bations, and taking into account that Do ∂t   j ∂h
∂t j, the
following equation is obtained,
 
∂h
Do
d Co
V o C o ∂ðh  hÞ
¼
uþ o
o
∂t
∂y
ð1  pÞ dx D
D ð1  pÞ
1 ~ o o~
þ
rðC G rhÞ:
ð1  pÞ

The superscript o refers to basic state variables and h, h and u
are the perturbations of the bed level, the water level and the
cross-shore component of the velocity, respectively. The
three terms in the RHS of equation (18) are named T1, T2 and
T3 for further analysis. Subsequently, we follow Garnier
et al. [2006] and Vis-Star et al. [2008] to perform a global
analysis of the bed evolution equation (18). The instantaneous
global growth rate, Wglo, and migration rate, cglo, of a
solution can be defined as
D
W

ð18Þ

Here, Co is the depth-integrated sediment concentration
(equation (12)) and Go is the bed slope coefficient (equation (15)).

glo

h ∂h
¼ 2∂t ;
hh i

glo

and c

E

∂h ∂h
∂y ∂t

¼ 

∂h
∂y

2

;

ð19Þ

where 〈f 〉 denote an average over the computational domain.
It can be proved that, in a linear stability analysis where the
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Figure 8. Sensitivity of the characteristics of modeled up-current oriented bars to varying the offshore
off
wave height, Hoff, and angle, qoff, while Tp = Tm
p (H ), following equation (17). Sensitivity of (top left)
WM, (middle left) lM, and (bottom left) cM when Hoff (and Tp) are varied. The shaded areas indicate unrealistic values of Hoff  qoff (Figure 6). Sensitivity of (top right) WM, (middle right) lM, and (bottom right)
cM when qoff is varied. The curves correspond to different values of Hoff and the vertical dashed line indicates the default qoff value.

Figure 9. Dependence of the modeled up-current oriented bar characteristics on the inner surf zone
values Vinn and linn: (left) WM versus Vinn, (middle) lM versus linn, (right) and cM versus Vinn. The results
obtained when varying the offshore wave conditions are displayed by circles and those obtained when
varying the bathymetric parameters are plotted as crosses. The least squares fit lines are plotted in dashes
and r2 is the corresponding correlation coefficient.
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Figure 10. Sensitivity of (top) WM, (middle) lM, and (bottom) cM of modeled up-current oriented bars to
changing three bathymetric parameters: (from left to right) the inner surf zone slope, binn, the bed level of
the inner bar crest zbar, and the bed level of the inner bar trough, ztro. The vertical dashed lines show the
values for the default bathymetric profile.
perturbations consist of a single alongshore wave, the obtained
growth and migration rates, W and c defined in section 2.3, are
equal to the global ones defined in equation (19). In order to
investigate the contribution of the three terms Tn (n = 1, 2, 3) of
the RHS of equation (18) to the global growth and migration of
the bars we substitute these terms for the ∂h
∂t in equations (19).
glo
The values of the Wglo
n and cn , corresponding to these three
terms Tn, have been calculated for the up-current bar pattern
obtained in the default case and are shown in Table 4. The

interpretation of the result must be done by recalling the following properties of the solutions. First, in the area where bars
grow (5 < x < 50 m), the depth-averaged sediment concentration, Coda = Co/Do, decreases with increasing distance from
the coast (Figure 4). Second, the obtained overall offshore
deflection of the current over the crests (Figure 5) implies a
positive correlation between u and h. Third, the maximum in
u is located upstream of the maximum in h. This behavior of
Coda and u shows that the term T1 provides bar growth and
contributes to up-drift migration. Furthermore, in the region of
the bars the maximum in ∂ðhhÞ
is located downstream of the
∂y
maximum in h and they are approximately out of phase (h  h
in that region). Consequently T2 is the agent that causes the
down-drift migration. Finally, the term T3 is a diffusive term
that causes damping of the bottom perturbations. Applying
this global analysis to other parameter values gives qualitatively similar results. Thus, as in the simplified model by Ribas
et al. [2003], the mechanism responsible for bar growth is a
combination of the offshore deflection of the current over the
bars and the decrease of the depth-averaged sediment concentration in the seaward direction.
[34] Finally, we must explain why the longshore current
deflects offshore over the bar crests, a phenomenon that
indeed occurs only if bars are up-current oriented. There are
two known hydrodynamic mechanisms that can cause an
offshore current deflection over up-current oriented bars.
The first was described by Trowbridge [1995] and is based
Table 4. Contribution of the Three Terms of the RHS of
Equation (18) to the Global Growth and Migration

Figure 11. Results of (top) WM, (middle) lM, and (bottom)
cM when the roller-induced turbulence stirring parameter
(nrol in equation (13)) is varied. The vertical dashed line indicates the default nrol value.

Term Tn
 
Do d C o
T1 ¼  ð1p
Þ dx Do u
o

o

C
T2 ¼ DVo ð1p
Þ

T3 ¼
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1 ~
o o~
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1
Wglo
n (h )

cglo
n (m/h)

+0.340

141

0.092

+173

0.161

0
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Figure 12. Schematic illustration of the effect of the roller
radiation stresses into up-current bar formation. (a) The main
effect of Sr11 into the cross-shore momentum balance is to
damp the occurrence of u > 0 over the bar crests. (b) The
main effect of Sr21 into the alongshore momentum balance
is to create the feeders that enhance the formation of u > 0
over the bar crests.
on water mass conservation. When the longshore current
flows over an elongated, up-current oriented bar, the crossbar velocity component becomes larger due to water mass
conservation because the depth decreases. Moreover, since
bar length is much larger than bar width, the alongbar
component hardly changes, giving an offshore current
deflection. The second mechanism was first described by
Zimmerman [1981] and is related to the frictional torques
created by changes in depth. When water columns move
from the trough to the crest of an up-current oriented bar,
they experience a clockwise rotation (and thus an offshore
deflection) because friction is larger over the crest than at the
trough. Note that both mechanisms would give an onshore
deflection of the current over down-current oriented bars. To
test whether the mass conservation mechanism plays an
important role in our model we have performed a model run
in which we have switched off all radiation stresses and
friction terms in the momentum equations governing the
perturbations, thereby effectively causing the perturbed flow
to be irrotational. The result is that no growing solutions are
obtained, and thus the mechanism of Trowbridge [1995] in
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itself does not provide the explanation for the emergence of
the transverse finger bars. We have also tested the relevance
of the frictional torques mechanism by performing a run in
which only the radiation stresses have been switched off.
This yields the formation of up-current oriented bars, with a
growth rate that is 4 times larger than that of the default case.
Thereby, frictional torques play an important role in the
formation of up-current bars.
[35] However, the forces due to radiation stresses are also
important, as they cause a reduction of the growth rate. To
discriminate between wave and roller radiation stresses, we
have performed two runs in which we have switched them
off separately. It turns out that the roller radiation stresses
have a stronger impact on reducing bar growth than wave
radiation stresses. The following process, which occurs
when including roller radiation stresses, causes the mechanism for bar formation to become less effective. Waves
break when they reach the seaward end of the bar, thereby
resulting in an increase of the roller energy density over the
bar (compared with the situation without a bar). This roller
energy dissipates when waves propagate further onshore
(Figure 12a shows a sketch). Thus, the component Sr11 of the
r
= 2E r cos2 Q), decreases
roller radiation stress tensor (S11
from the center of the bar to the shoreline, with the
r
/dx pointing
corresponding cross-shore force Fx ∝ dS11
shoreward. The opposite happens at the troughs, where a
seaward directed force is produced (forces are thick black
arrows in Figure 12a). These forces would generate onshore
(offshore) flow perturbations over the crests (troughs) and
thus cause damping of the bars. There is, however, a second
process also related with roller radiation stresses that contributes to bar growth. Waves experience a stronger refraction when propagating over a bar, compared with the
situation without a bar, so that Q is larger at the shoreward
end of the bar and decreases rapidly up to the shoreline (see
r
of the
Figure 12b for a sketch). Thereby, the component S21
r
r
roller radiation stress tensor (S21 = E sin(2Q)) also decreases
and the corresponding alongshore force is directed to the
r
/dx, creating an alongshore
negative y axis, Fy ∝ dS21
flow in that direction. The opposite happens at the seaward
end of the trough, where a force is produced that points in
the positive y direction and creates an alongshore flow in
that direction. These two feeders converge and generate a
seaward directed flow over the bar due to continuity, contributing to bar growth (see currents in blue arrows in
Figure 12b). The importance of this mechanism is proved
by the fact that if Sr11 is included but Sr21 is not, up-current
bars do not grow. In order to know whether the frictional
torques are still playing an important role in the default
model configuration, we have made one run in which radiation stresses have been included but friction terms have
been switched off. With such configuration no growing
solution is obtained either.
[36] We thus conclude that both the offshore current
deflection produced by frictional torques and the Sr21induced feeders produced by changes in wave refraction
contribute in an essential way to the establishment of the
offshore current deflection over the bar crests needed for bar
formation. When the offshore angle of wave incidence is
smaller than 30 , these two mechanisms become less effective, while the Sr11-induced forces become more effective,
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Table 5. Range of Values of Wavelength, Crest Orientation and
Migration Rate From the Model and From the Observations at
Noordwijk
Quantity

Model

Dataa

Wavelength (m)
Crest orientation (deg)
Migration rate (m/d)

30–70
45–55
0–50

21–75
0–43
0–22

a

Migration rates in the data column are daily averaged.

creating an onshore directed flow over the bars that inhibits
bar growth.

5. Discussion
5.1. Comparison of Model Results
and Field Observations
[37] The gross characteristics of the transverse bars
observed at Noordwijk beach [Ribas and Kroon, 2007] are
well reproduced by the present model. The result of the
default case is in good agreement with the transverse bar
patch observed in August and September 2002, which had a
wavelength lobs = 46 m, bar crests with an up-current orientation of 32 , daily migration rates varying from 8 to
22 m/d and time for bar formation of about 2 days. When all
the model results are included in the analysis, the magnitude
and variability of the transverse bar characteristics observed
from October 1998 to October 2004 is also explained
(Table 5). Bar shape compares quite well, especially the
wavelength and the fact that bars are always oriented
up-current. However, the model results show quite constant
and large angles of orientation whereas the angles in the field
were smaller and more variable. Notice that measuring bar
orientation on the field was somewhat qualitative because
only a certain part of the bars was visible (the shallower part,
where waves break). Modeled migration rates are about
2 times larger than the observed ones. Possible explanations
for this discrepancy are postponed until the last paragraph of
this section. In general, the growth time was not provided by
Ribas and Kroon [2007] since the resolution of the video
observations did not allow for its quantification. However,
its order of magnitude could be estimated by the fact that
wave conditions allowing bar formation commonly persisted
for at least one day before a patch of transverse bars was
detected for the first time, consistent with the modeled
growth time.
[38] Linear stability analysis is not designed to make
accurate predictions, but to give insight into the basic
physics underlying the phenomenon. Therefore, it is more
interesting to compare the modeled relationships and tendencies than the numbers themselves. Both in the model and
in the observations, the wavelength of the bars shows a
positive correlation with proxies of the width of the inner
surf zone and the migration rate correlates with proxies of
the longshore current (see Figure 9 and Ribas and Kroon
[2007]). From our model results, we can also find an
explanation of why bar patches observed at Noordwijk
coexisted with intermediate waves (0.25 m < Hoff < 1.5 m)
and large angles of incidence with respect to the shorenormal (qoff > 25 ). This property is shown in Figure 13 (top
and middle), which display the frequency of occurrence of
a certain Hoff and qoff at the Noordwijk buoy during the 6-year
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period studied by Ribas and Kroon [2007] (Figure 13, top)
and the frequency of occurrence of Hoff and qoff during the
periods when bar patches were observed (14% of the time,
Figure 13, middle). These measurements are consistent with
our results: bar growth only occurs in the model if wave
incidence is shore-oblique, qoff > 30 , and if wave height is
larger than 0.25 m (Figures 7 and 8). The fact that transverse
bars were not observed to coexist with Hoff > 1.5 m, although
modeled bars grow even faster for such heights, could be due
to the fact that these wave heights are uncommon at Noordwijk. In order to verify the latter, a more quantitative comparison between the wave conditions measured during the
presence of bars and the modeled wave conditions for bar
growth is needed. This is done in Figure 13 (bottom), which
displays the frequency measured during the entire study
period (i.e., Figure 13, top) multiplied by the modeled growth
rate (i.e., Figure 8, top left). As can be seen, the resulting
distribution compares fairly well with that of the frequency
measured during the presence of the bars (i.e., Figure 13,

Figure 13. (top) Frequency of occurrence of Hoff and qoff
measured at the Noordwijk buoy (18 m depth) during the
entire period studied by Ribas and Kroon [2007] (from
Oct-98 to Oct-04). (middle) Frequency measured during
the time with finger bar patches. (bottom) Modeled growth
rate (Figure 8, top left) multiplied by frequency measured
during the entire study period (Figure 13, top).
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middle). Finally, the reason why transverse bar patches at
Duck (USA) occurred less frequently and had a smaller
number of bars than in Noordwijk [Konicki and Holman,
2000; Ribas and Kroon, 2007] is that the conditions suitable for bar growth (i.e., qoff > 30 ) are less frequent at Duck
(Table 1).
[39] A limitation of the model-data comparison of the
previous paragraph is that the wave conditions have been
varied in the model runs while keeping the profile constant,
whereas in the field the profiles also differed in each event.
The restricted amount of available measured profiles has
also prevented us from validating the modeled sensitivity of
bar characteristics on the underlying profile (Figure 10)
against observations. A possible explanation for the disagreement between modeled and measured migration rates is
that bar migration in the field is basically a finite-amplitude
phenomenon, so the migration speed should be compared
with the outcome of a non-linear model. For instance, the
finite-amplitude up-current oriented bars obtained by
Garnier et al. [2006] migrated at half the rate of what they
did during their initial formation. Finally, note that tides
were not included in the model, although Noordwijk beach
is affected by semi-diurnal tides with a range of 1.6 m on
average. Tides might have a significant effect on the formation of transverse finger bars since their growth time is of
the same order of the timescale of tidal variability.
5.2. Robustness and Limitations of the Model
[40] Our model has been designed in such a way that it
contains a large number of physical processes that are
known to be important in the nearshore zone. Results show
that the present model is able to capture conditions at our
field site much better than an earlier model [Ribas et al.,
2003], which was based on stricter assumptions. Setting up
our model required parameterizations of complex processes
and decisions had to be made to ignore certain interactions.
It is thus important to discuss the robustness of the model
with respect to changes in parameterizations and to processes that were excluded.
[41] We first emphasize that the key result of our study is
that two conditions are necessary for growth of up-current
oriented bars in the inner surf zone. These are that the depthaveraged sediment concentration decreases in the offshore
direction and that the longshore current is deflected offshore
over the bars. In our model, the first condition is met because
of sediment resuspension induced by wave rollers. In principle, other phenomena could have the same effect, for
example, stirring of sediment by low-frequency waves [cf.
Aagaard and Hughes 2006]. The primary source for offshore deflection of currents over the bars turns out to be the
torques resulting from depth varying frictional forces experienced by the wave-driven currents. In this respect, rollerinduced radiation stresses play an interesting, even double,
role, but they are not essential.
[42] All in all, this suggests that our model is robust in the
sense that changes in parameterizations (e.g. for bed shear
stress, wave energy dissipation, sediment transport) and
values of parameters (e.g. apparent roughness ka, angle of
roller interface b rol, bedslope parameter g) do not result in
qualitative changes of the results, as long as the two conditions above are obeyed. We conduced many sensitivity
experiments, which indeed confirm this statement.
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[43] Our model uses depth-averaged equations of motion.
This implies that three-dimensional phenonema, such as
undertow and flow curvature, are not taken into account. It
would certainly be interesting to study the formation of
transverse bars with a three-dimensional model. Recent
studies [cf. Kumar et al., 2011, and references therein] show
that our knowledge of nearshore dynamics has sufficiently
advanced to allow such studies in the near future.
[44] A final aspect that deserves discussion is that we
neglected perturbations in the depth-integrated sediment
concentration (equation (12)), also called sediment stirring.
Experiments in which these perturbations were maintained
resulted in output that was highly sensitive to numerical
parameters (number of collocation points and their distribution over the computational domain). Our findings are in
line with studies by Lane and Restrepo [2007] and Vis-Star
et al. [2007], who studied the effect of perturbations in
sediment stirring by waves on the initial formation of
shoreface-connected sand ridges on the inner shelf and
ended up with different conclusions. These results suggest
that the presently available sediment transport formulations
are not yet sufficiently accurate to correctly describe spatial
variations in sediment stirring due to bedforms. This is not
too surprising, as most formulations result from fitting data
collected in laboratory settings to an empirical model.

6. Conclusions
[45] A new self-organization model based on linear stability analysis has been used to explain the main characteristics of surf zone transverse sandbars and reveal the physics
behind their formation. The model describes the interaction
between waves, rollers, depth-averaged currents and bed
evolution so that feedback mechanisms can occur. The key
aspect in order to explain the formation of the up-current
oriented bars is the inclusion of the roller dynamics and the
corresponding sediment resuspension due to roller-induced
turbulence in the inner surf zone. The latter creates a depthaveraged sediment concentration decreasing seaward in that
region, which is an essential ingredient for bar growth. This
assumption is substantiated by previous studies that indicated that turbulence induced by breaking waves were the
main mechanism for sediment resuspension in the inner surf
zone, prevailing over bottom boundary layer processes.
[46] Model parameters are chosen to reproduce the beach
conditions at Noordwijk beach, the Netherlands, and the
results compare favorably with transverse bars observed
there [Ribas and Kroon, 2007]. The wavelength (from 30 to
70 m), up-current oriented shape and the e-folding growth
time (about 12 h) of the modeled bars are in good agreement
with the observations. However, modeled migration speeds
(tens of meters per day) are two times higher than those
measured in the field. Both in the model and in the data, the
wavelength of the bar patches scales with proxies for the
inner surf zone width and their migration rate scales with
the maximum of the longshore current in the inner surf zone.
[47] The model reveals that wave conditions needed for
bar growth must be approximately constant during at least
one day, with an offshore angle of wave incidence larger
than 30 and an offshore wave height larger than 0.25 m.
These modeled wave conditions for bar growth together with
the low frequency of occurrence of large wave heights at
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Noordwijk provide a quantitative explanation of the wave
conditions measured during the presence of bars by Ribas
and Kroon [2007]: obliquely incident waves of intermediate heights. The annual mean conditions at Noordwijk are
within this range, and this explains why transverse bar
presence is so common there (compared with Duck beach,
USA). Bathymetric profiles also affect bar characteristics but
the corresponding model results can not be compared with
observations due to the limited bathymetric surveys in the
field. Thereby, performing bathymetric surveys during
transverse bar presence is an essential future step in order to
fully understand transverse bar formation.
[48] The present results show that a modified version of the
bed-flow interaction, first studied in detail by Ribas et al.
[2003], can be responsible for the development of observed
up-current oriented bars. Positive feedback occurs if the
depth-averaged sediment concentration decreases in the
seaward direction because this enhances the convergence of
sediment flux in the offshore-directed flows that occur over
the growing bars. Such current perturbations are only
induced in case of obliquely incident waves and it is essential
the presence of a strong longshore current, which is deflected
offshore over up-current oriented bars due to frictional torques. The roller radiation stresses play a double role. On the
one hand, they damp the instability because the roller energy
density is larger over the bars (more wave breaking in the
shallows) and decrease toward the shoreline, and the opposite
happens at the troughs. This produces cross-shore directed
forces that oppose the current perturbations that are required
for bar growth. At the same time, another roller-induced
mechanism contributes to create the offshore-directed flows
over the bars. The angle of wave incidence is larger at the
shoreward end of the bars (stronger wave refraction in the
shallows) and decrease toward the shoreline, and the opposite
happens at the troughs. This produces forces in the alongshore direction that create alongshore directed currents near
the shore (feeders), which converge and flow offshore over
bar crests. If the angle of wave incidence in the inner surf
zone is below a certain threshold value, the two mechanisms
contributing to create an offshore deflection of the current
over the bars are less efficient and the increased wave
breaking over the bars reverses the current deflection so that
transverse bars do not grow.
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